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Enhance Your Security Program 
with Video Monitoring Services 

ADT Commercial video monitoring services can leverage your existing video 
technology and enhance your security program by reducing false alarms and 
improving safety protocols. 

Beneft from custom solutions that help automatically detect unauthorized activity 
on-site while providing peace of mind for employees. Our video monitoring 
specialists are on hand to provide assistance through remote video and advanced 
analytics tools when needed. 

Video Alarm Verifcation Advanced Video Analytics 
Verifying on-site activity in real-time through video Capture crucial surveillance footage in 
cameras helps reduce false alarms and provide real-time using comprehensive and complex 
better intel to frst responders. video flters that enhance people detection and 

reduce false alarms. 
Video Tours 
Performing remote video guard tours at the times Video Escort 
and intervals you select helps detect suspicious Leverage video escort services to provide an 
activity or unusual conditions without increasing added layer of protection and peace of mind to 
your on-site physical guard costs. employees during open and close procedures or 

as they enter or exit your building. 
Help Assist Response 
We respond to incidents triggered by a two-way Video Health Checks 
communication device partnered with interactive Ensure your system is running as expected with 
remote video to provide your employees with analytic-based detection of video obstructions, 
immediate access to professional security assistance. camera positioning and degraded picture quality. 

Real-time activity reporting 

With eSuiteSM account management, you can 
view live and recorded camera footage, pull 
critical location and business activity reports, 
and review alarm events including video clip 
playback from the past 12 months. 
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Powered by Experience. Driven by Excellence.TM 

You can rely on us to be your One Ideal Partner for integrated security, fre, life safety, 
and guarding solutions, backed by our national strength, local knowledge, and innovative 
approach to help protect your people, property, and assets. 

Trusted Experts 
Beneft from decades of enterprise-level 
experience and custom designs from qualifed 
experts 

Real-Time Service ResolutionTM 

Experience service excellence, save time, and 
maximize convenience with virtual service calls 

Faster Alarm Response Technology 
Quickly respond to incidents from your mobile 
device with Smart AlertsTM and help reduce false 
alarms with Smart DispatchTM 

Immediate Insights and Action 
Gain insights and the power to take action on your 
security program with eSuiteSM account management 

It’s easy to upgrade to ADT Commercial. We make it painless to switch with a dependable 
onboarding process. 

adtcommercial.com 
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Let’s start a conversation 

855-ADT-COMM 

https://Excellence.TM
https://Excellence.TM



